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Introduction

To address the threat from Russia, NATO has
revitalised its core business of deterrence and
defence and adapted it to today’s political and
geostrategic circumstances.3 Many measures
decided at successive NATO summit meetings
since 2014 have been implemented and
substantial progress has been made. However,
in the light of Russia’s longer-term aims and
strategy and its current actions and policies
that seek to weaken Western cohesion, more
needs to be done to implement in full the
agreements of the 2016 Warsaw and 2018
Brussels summits.

Russia’s aggression against Ukraine in 2014
demonstrated that, if it believes it can
manage the associated political and
To address the threat from Russia, NATO has
military risks, it is prepared to attack
revitalised its core business of deterrence and
neighbours and to change borders
using military force in pursuit of its
defence and adapted it to today’s political and
geopolitical goals. Russia’s breach of
geostrategic circumstances
the Intermediate Nuclear Forces (INF)
Treaty and the fielding of multiple
While NATO needs to be able to respond to
battalions equipped with the new land-based,
potential threats from multiple sources across
intermediate-range, nuclear-capable 9M729/
its entire area, strengthening its deterrence
SSC-8 missile is another example of its readiness
posture is particularly important for those
to violate international agreements that are
regions that share borders with and are most
crucial for Euro-Atlantic security.1 These actions
exposed to a potential military threat from
have raised grave concerns at NATO, in particular
Russia, such as the Baltic region.4 In turn, the
among Allies that share a common border with
credibility of NATO’s posture in the Baltic region
Russia.
is of strategic importance to the coherence and
credibility of NATO’s posture as a whole, and
The transatlantic community faces an array of
thus for the security of the entire Alliance. It
challenges, including the need to secure critical
is essential to ensure there are no gaps that a
infrastructure and energy supplies, threats in
potential adversary could exploit in a crisis or
the cyber domain, human security concerns,
conflict.
and the geostrategic implications of the rise of
China.2 But it still has to focus on the
immediate challenges: deterring the
It is essential to ensure there are no gaps that
geopolitical threat from Russia and
a potential adversary could exploit in a crisis or
fending off the spill-over effects from
instability and terrorism in the south.
conflict
1

2

According to US sources, four battalions have been deployed
in Kapustin Jar, Kamyšlov, Mosdok (North Ossetia) and
in Šuja: Thomas Gutschker, “Russland verfügt über mehr
Raketen als bislang bekannt [Russia has more missiles than
previously known]”, Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung,
10 February 2019, https://www.faz.net/aktuell/politik/
ausland/russland-verfuegt-ueber-mehr-raketen-als-bislangbekannt-16032894.html, accessed 6 January 2020. NATO
Secretary General Stoltenberg commented that, “By fielding
multiple battalions of SSC-8 missiles, Russia has made the
world a more dangerous place”: NATO, “Press conference by
NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg following the first
meeting of the North Atlantic Council in Foreign Ministers’
session”, NATO, 4 April 2019, https://www.nato.int/cps/en/
natohq/opinions_165234.htm?selectedLocale=en, accessed
6 January 2020.
NATO, “London Declaration. Issued by the Heads of State
and Government participating in the meeting of the North
Atlantic Council in London 3-4 December 2019”, Press
Release (2019) 115, 4 December 2019, paragraph 6.

3

Notably, at the Warsaw Summit in 2016, NATO agreed a
comprehensive strategy for dealing with challenges and
threats from all strategic directions; from state and nonstate actors, military forces, terrorist, and cyber-attacks.
It focuses on achieving two primary goals: significantly
strengthening NATO’s deterrence and defence posture and
contributing to projecting stability to increase the security
of its neighbourhood. Meeting these goals has mutually
reinforcing effects for maintaining Alliance security. This
is occasionally called NATO’s 360 degrees approach to
upholding security. NATO, “Warsaw Summit Communiqué
Issued by the Heads of State and Government participating in
the meeting of the North Atlantic Council in Warsaw 8-9 July
2016”, Press Release (2016) 100, 9 July 2016.

4

This is the three Baltic states – Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania –
and Poland.
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The question of how to deter Russia in the
Baltic region has been studied extensively
from various perspectives since 2014.5 ICDS
has also contributed to the debate with several
reports on the subject, mostly focused on
particular aspects or domains.6 This policy
paper makes further recommendations for
NATO and individual Allies that are aimed at
strengthening the Alliance’s deterrence against
Russia in the Baltic region. In the context of
a US Congressional request for a detailed
assessment from the Pentagon on whether to
expand military presence in the Baltic states,
it pays particular attention to US presence
in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania.7 While
recognising the importance of the political and
civil aspects of deterring Russia in the Baltic
region, our paper focuses mainly on military
matters as they play a privileged role in Russia’s
approach to international relations.

years. In chapter 3, we set out some of the
key issues particular to the security of the
Baltic region, illustrated with a short scenario
describing how a military conflict may play
out there. And in chapter 4, we draw out the
implications of the Baltic security environment
for NATO’s deterrence posture. Finally, we make
recommendations for NATO and the Allies on
how to further strengthen deterrence in the
region. We include in an Annex a description of
the Allied and Russian military forces present
in the locality of the Baltic states.

1. Russia’s Aims and
Str ategy

Any measures taken by NATO to strengthen its
deterrence and defence posture, must be built
upon a thorough analysis of Russia’s
strategy and military doctrine. Russia’s
Our paper focuses mainly on military matters
strategic thinking appears to be based
on a combination of fundamential
as they play a privileged role in Russia’s
beliefs and of defensive and offensive
approach to international relations
considerations.8 Probably the key
guiding belief is that its imperial
In chapter 1, we outline Russia’s overall political
history and sheer size make it exceptional.9
aims and strategy. We then summarise, in
This is accompanied by a perceived right to be
chapter 2, NATO’s concept of deterrence and
recognised as a great power, on a par with (and as
the approach it has taken to strengthening
a global rival to) the US, and with China. Russia’s
its deterrence and defence posture in recent
recent actions in the field of foreign, security
and defence policy have thus been essentially
5
See, for example: Peter B. Doran and Ray Wojcik, Unfinished
aimed at restoring its great power status.
Business: Why and How the U.S. Should Establish a
Permanent Military Presence on NATO’s Eastern Flank
(Washington, DC: Center for European Policy Analysis, 2018);
Kathleen H. Hicks, Heather A. Conley, Lisa Sawyer Samp,
Jeffrey Rathke and Anthony Bell, Perspectives on Security
and Strategic Stability: A Track Two Dialogue with the Baltic
States and Poland (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and
International Studies, 2016); Alexander Lanoszka and Michael
A. Hunzeker, Conventional Deterrence and Landpower in
Northeastern Europe (Carlisle, PA: Strategic Studies Institute
and U.S. Army War College Press, 2019); Alexander R.
Vershbow and Philip M. Breedlove, Permanent deterrence:
Enhancements to the US Military Presence in North Central
Europe (Washington, DC: Atlantic Council, 2019).

6

7

For example: Wesley Clark, Jüri Luik, Egon Ramms and
Richard Shirreff, Closing NATO’s Baltic Gap (Tallinn: ICDS,
2016); Christopher Harper, Tony Lawrence and Sven Sakkov,
Air Defence of the Baltic States (Tallinn: ICDS, 2018; Kalev
Stoicescu and Pauli Järvenpää, Contemporary Deterrence:
Insights and Lessons from Enhanced Forward Presence
(Tallinn: ICDS, 2019); Heinrich Lange, Bill Combes, Tomas
Jermalavičius and Tony Lawrence, To the Seas Again:
Maritime Defence and Deterrence in the Baltic Region
(Tallinn: ICDS, 2019).
Jen Judson, “Should the US beef up military presence in
the Baltics? Congress wants to know”, Defense News, 12
December 2019, https://www.defensenews.com/smr/nato2020-defined/2019/12/12/should-the-us-beef-up-militarypresence-in-the-baltics-congress-wants-to-know/, accessed
20 December 2019.

Related to this, other considerations include:
Russia’s lasting concern, shaped by history
and geopolitics, for its territoral integrity; its
enduring apprehension of encirclement and
containment by the West coupled with the
concerns of the present leadership to preserve
its regime and safeguard its own autocratic
rule; and its understanding of politics and
security as zero-sum games – meaning that
Russia’s security must come at the expense of
the security of others, above all neighbouring
countries. From its very inception, Russia
has sought to respond to perceived external
8

For an overview, see, for example, Olga Oliker, Christopher
S. Chivvis, Keith Crane, Olesya Tkacheva, and Scott Boston,
Russian Foreign Policy in Historical and Current Context: A
Reassessment (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2015).

9

Gregory Carleton, “Why Russia thinks it’s exceptional”, The
Conversation, 18 October 2017, https://theconversation.
com/why-russia-thinks-its-exceptional-85240, accessed 7
January 2020.
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threats by trying to surround itself with a
cordon sanitaire. Concerns about its territorial
integrity, and in particular the vulnerability of
its 20 000 km of land borders have led it to
suppose a need to build up buffer zones and
project military power around its periphery.10
These concerns persist today, even if to the
West it is simply inconceivable that it might
pose a military threat to Russia.

pose serious political, military and economic
security challenges to Russia.11 The Kremlin
claims that the West attacks Russia’s interests
by, for example, enlarging NATO and placing
military structures closer to its borders, and by
supporting potential ‘coloured revolutions’ that
are designed to threaten political stability both
in Russia’s neighbourhood and in Russia itself,
or even to foster regime change. It uses NATO
and EU enlargement, EU sanctions
and the strengthening of NATO’s
From its very inception, Russia has sought
deterrence and defence posture to
to respond to perceived external threats
justify its military build-up and its
departure from arms control and
by trying to surround itself with a cordon
confidence-building commitments.

sanitaire

The Kremlin is, however, aware
that in pursuing its goals it cannot compete
economically with the US, China or the EU, and
that it has only limited ability to persuade and
attract through soft power.12 Instead, it must
pursue its aims through other means. The
most obvious of these is to emphasise military
power. Russia has substantially reformed its
armed forces since 2008, and can be expected
to further increase its capability to pursue
and protect its interests abroad in the coming
decade.13

Such thinking leads Russia to counter NATO’s
further enlargement, to seek to exploit divisions
among Allies, and to build its own alliances
as a counterweight to NATO. It thus works,
for example: to prohibit Ukraine, Georgia
and Moldova from joining NATO and the EU,
and eventually turn them back to Moscow’s
orbit; to try to persuade Finland and Sweden
to stay out of NATO; to alienate Turkey from
the Alliance and exploit political differences
between Turkey and the rest of NATO; and
to seek to integrate further its CSTO
and Eurasian Union allies, Belarus and
Russia is aware that it would not be able to
Armenia.

prevail in a military confrontation with NATO

Moreover, if Alliance cohesion was
undermined or even fell apart, Russia
would expect to benefit by being able to exert
greater control over its neighbours and Europe
at large. Moscow has thus adopted a policy
of persistent confrontation with the Alliance.
This has been especially evident in the political
course adopted by President Vladimir Putin
during his second term in office (2004-2008).
Since then, Russia has regularly sought to
antagonise and challenge the West.
Domestic backing for this policy is achieved
by depicting NATO, the US and, more recently,
the EU as enemies of Russia. Moscow argues
that it does not seek conflict with NATO and
does not threaten its neighbours – on the
contrary, it argues, US, NATO and EU policies
10

Anna Ohanyan, “Why Russia starts so many conflicts on its
own borders”, The Washington Post, 12 September 2018,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/
wp/2018/09/12/russia-has-a-lot-of-conflicts-along-itsborders-thats-by-design/, accessed 6 January 2020.

Despite these reforms, Russia is aware that
it would not be able to prevail in a military
confrontation with NATO. The ’strategy of
active defence’ advanced by Russia’s Chief
of the General Staff of the Armed Forces,
General Gerasimov, therefore sets out a longterm multi-domain campaign that aims to
destabilise individual Allies and NATO from
11

Janusz Bugajski, “Moscow’s Anti-NATO Deception. Why
Does Moscow View NATO as a Threat?” Center for European
Policy Analysis, https://www.cepa.org/moscows-anti-natodeception, accessed 6 January 2020.

12

According to 2018 World Bank data, the economies of the
EU, the US and its Asian allies combined are nominally 27
times greater than Russia’s, or 12 times larger on the basis
of purchasing power parity. Russia ranks 30th of the 30
countries surveyed in the Portland/USC Center on Public
Diplomacy Soft Power 30 Index 2019: “The Soft Power
30”,Portland/USC Center on Public Diplomacy, https://
softpower30.com/, accessed 21 December 2019.

13

Jonas Kjellén and Nils Dahlqvist, “Russia’s Armed Forces in
2019”, in Russian Military Capability in a Ten-Year Perspective
– 2019, FOI-R--4758 – SE, December 2019, ed. Fredrik
Westerlund and Susanne Oxenstierna, 44.
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within, intimidate the Alliance from the
outside, compromise NATO decision-making,
and deny it effective military options.14 To
this end, Moscow applies a tailored and
coordinated range of overt and covert, nonmilitary and military instruments in a state of
persistent conflict – an approach known to the
West as ‘hybrid warfare’.

Russia’s hostile activities sidestep direct
military confrontation with NATO, but
blur the boundaries between peace and
conflict to create ambiguity, uncertainty,
confusion and fear

and cyber-attacks applied in a supporting
role.15 Conventional and nuclear capabilities
are integral elements of Russian strategy, thus
for Russia the use, or threat of use, of nuclear
weapons constitute operational means.
Russia’s overall objectives would be to achieve
decisive military advantage, to wage a short
war, and terminate it at conditions favourable
to itself.
Societal resilience is the Allies’ first
line of defence against many of the
instruments that might be employed
in a ‘strategy of active defence.’ Allied
efforts to enhance resilience are thus
key to reducing vulnerabilities and
persuading Russia that employing
such instruments will fail.16 Building
resilience is, however, a particular challenge
for open, democratic societies and progress
has been slow. The Allies have, for example,
only begun to address the issue of how to
deter an adversary from launching significant,
widespread cyber-attacks by combining ‘classic’
deterrence, digital resilience and measures
that still need to be developed to impose costs
on those who would harm allied nations.17

In what the West would identify as peacetime,
Russia’s hostile activities include propagating
disinformation, conducting malicious cyber
activities, interfering in national elections, nurturing corruption, supporting extremist political movements and insurgents, weaponising
energy supplies, military posturing, and
conducting large-scale exercises involving
nuclear elements on NATO’s borders. These
activities sidestep direct military confrontation
with NATO, but blur the boundaries
between peace and conflict to create
Societal resilience is the Allies’ first line of
ambiguity, uncertainty, confusion and
defence against many of the instruments
fear, undermining the Allies’ ability to
generate an effective response.
that might be employed in a ‘strategy of

active defence’

In a crisis, military activities such as
snap exercises on NATO’s borders,
military build-up in critical regions on land
and at sea, patrolling by strategic bombers
and the deployment of nuclear missiles would
become more prominent. Military activities
are also intended to send strategic messages
and to support the continued employment
of non-military means. Information warfare
plays a dominant role in Russia’s strategy and
is designed to create favourable conditions for
the eventual use of military force.
If a crisis escalates into a military conflict,
military means would be used for the “preemptive neutralisation of threats” with nonmilitary instruments, such as disinformation
14

Dave Johnson, “General Gerasimov on the Vectors of the
Development of Military Strategy”, NATO Defence College,
30 March 2019, http://www.ndc.nato.int/research/research.
php?icode=585, accessed 7 January 2020.

2. NATO’s Deterrence
and Defence Posture
In this chapter, we outline the pre-requisites
for credible deterrence, and describe NATO’s
recent efforts to bolster its deterrence and
defence posture.
15

Johnson, “General Gerasimov”.

16

Wolf-Diether Roepke and Hasit Thankey, “Resilience: the first
line of defence”, NATO Review, 27 February 2019, https://
www.nato.int/docu/review/articles/2019/02/27/resiliencethe-first-line-of-defence/index.html, accessed 9 January
2020.

17

NATO, “Brussels Summit Declaration. Issued by the Heads
of State and Government participating in the meeting of the
North Atlantic Council in Brussels 11-12 July 2018”, Press
Release (2018) 074, 11 July 2018, paragraph 20.
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2.1. Credible Deterrence
Deterrence is a complex matter that involves
political, diplomatic, military, economic, cyber,
information-related, and other aspects. In
essence, though, deterrence against a state actor
aims to influence the cost-benefit calculation
of its leadership such that it is dissuaded from
applying any coercion or launching any attack.
The actor being deterred needs to be convinced
that its intended course of action would not
succeed, and that the political and military
consequences of attempting it would far
outweigh any potential gains or could result in
unacceptable damage to itself.
In a deterrence relationship, deterrence rests
on each party’s evaluation of their opponent’s
interests, intentions, and the actions it might
take and which might thus need to be deterred.
It depends also on their evaluation of their
opponent’s resolve, and capabilities to respond
effectively to aggression. And it depends on
their understanding of the effects of their own
actions upon their opponent’s perceptions and
response. Each of these components must be
continuously monitored and understood.

necessary resources. Finally, it requires that
NATO should have a range of political and/
or military options available, from which it
could select the most suitable and effective in
a concrete situation. It is essential for credible
deterrence to leave no uncertainty about the
Alliance’s readiness to respond. An aggressor
should be in no doubt that NATO would act to
halt and reverse the aggression, and end the
conflict at the lowest possible level. At the same
time, it is important to maintain some ambiguity
about the nature of the response; otherwise,
a potential aggressor would be better able
to calculate the risk associated with its own
actions.
At the 2016 Warsaw Summit, NATO’s
political leaders confirmed these principles
and approved the key elements of a broad
approach to credible deterrence and defence
which draws upon all of the tools at NATO’s
disposal and provides the Alliance with a range
of options for a tailored response to any threat
from wherever it arises.18

The Alliance must be able and willing collectively
to deter and defend against a full range of
potential threats – from intimidation,
a limited incursion in one region,
A credible NATO deterrence posture requires, through
to a large-scale aggression possibly
first, the Alliance to demonstrate the firm
including a nuclear threat. NATO has
agreed that its deterrence measures
political will to act collectively and defend
must be defensive in nature, flexible, and
against all forms of aggression
tailored to specific circumstances. They
have to be balanced and proportionate,
so as to deny an aggressor success in achieving
It follows that a credible NATO deterrence
his objectives without offering him a justification
posture requires, first, the Alliance to
for escalation. And they have to be “consistent
demonstrate the firm political will to act
with NATO’s international commitments and its
collectively and defend against all forms of
respect for the rules-based European security
aggression, wherever they come from and
order”.19
irrespective of the size and location of a
threatened Ally. Alliance unity, solidarity and
cohesion are of paramount importance.
Second, it requires NATO to have
The Alliance must be able and willing
the recognisable military capabilities
collectively to deter and defend against a full
needed to respond effectively and
appropriately, regardless of the level of
range of potential threats – from intimidation,
aggression. Third, it requires that NATO
through a limited incursion in one region, to
should communicate its unity, resolve
and capabilities to an adversary. Fourth,
a large-scale aggression possibly including a
it requires the Allies to demonstrate
nuclear threat
their willingness to share the risks,
responsibilities and burdens associated
with deterring and defending against potential
18
NATO, “Warsaw Summit Communiqué”, paragraph 38.
19
adversaries, including the provision of the
Ibid.
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2.2. Bolstering Deterrence
NATO has, since 2014, implemented a
comprehensive programme to strengthen its
deterrence and defence posture, consistent
with the above principles and considerations
related to credible deterrence. The broad
spectrum of potential threats from various
regions requires NATO to retain maximum
awareness, and the flexibility and agility to
ensure it has the right forces in the right place
at the right time. Rather than relying on the
permanent forward positioning of large forces,
NATO’s basic approach has been to ensure
that forces can be moved in a timely fashion to
where they are needed. The Alliance must thus
be able to deploy combat forces rapidly over
great distances, across Europe and across the
Atlantic. This in turn necessitates the removal
– or at least easing – of legal, logistical and
infrastructure obstacles to speedy movement,
both for reinforcement during crisis and
conflict, and in peacetime for exercises. While
NATO’s basic approach is to move forces
whenever and wherever they are needed,
the proximity of the Baltic region to Russia,
and Russia’s ability to quickly mass forces at
its western borders before NATO can react,
demand a persistent forward presence of NATO
forces there (see chapter 4 for a description of
the specifics of deterrence as it relates to the
Baltic region).

several measures in the land, air, maritime,
cyber and nuclear domains.21 These include:
• strengthening intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance capabilities and accelerating
decision-making, including for short- or nonotice crises. The Alliance is also improving
advance planning for reinforcement and
defence in exposed regions;
• deploying four enhanced Forward Presence
(eFP) multinational, combat-ready battlegroups to the Baltic States and Poland,
signalling to Russia that even a limited
incursion would be immediately countered
by Allied military forces;
• enhancing the NATO Command Structure to
be able to command and control large-scale
collective defence operations under cyber
threats. A new Cyber Operations Centre has
been established and two new commands
are being set up: the Joint Force Command
Norfolk in the US, responsible for managing
the movement of US and Canadian forces
across the Atlantic, and the Joint Support
and Enabling Command in Germany, in
charge of enabling the movement of forces
across and from Europe;

• augmenting the NATO Response Force (NRF)
to become a high-readiness joint force of some
40 000 troops. The NRF is to be three
times larger, with significantly increased
NATO’s approach means that resilience,
readiness, in particular through its
responsiveness, readiness and rapid
spearhead force, the 5 000-strong,
multinational Very High Readiness
reinforcement are the key imperatives for
Joint Task Force (VJTF). The VJTF is on
strengthening its deterrence and defence
permanent standby, ready to move its
initial elements within a few days;
posture
• adopting the NATO Readiness
Initiative (NRI). By 2020, NATO will have up
to 30 manoeuvre battalions, 30 kinetic air
squadrons and 30 combat vessels, requiring
no more than 30 days to be employed in
theatre. In a second step, these forces will
be developed into several land combat
brigades, maritime task groups and
enhanced air wings at very high readiness,
complementing the NRF and being available
for rapid reinforcement operations;

NATO’s approach thus means that resilience,
responsiveness,
readiness
and
rapid
reinforcement are the key imperatives for
strengthening its deterrence and defence
posture.20 In this regard, it has implemented
20

Responsiveness means that the Alliance is able to take
timely and effective decisions on whether to deploy forces
and the ability to deploy them where they are needed.
Readiness means that Allies have sufficient high-quality
forces and capabilities that can be deployed rapidly and
employed effectively, wherever they would be needed, for
strengthening the conventional component of deterrence,
for collective defence or for crisis response operations.
Reinforcement means that NATO is capable of ensuring rapid
and effective military support to a threatened Ally or Allies.

21

Heinrich Brauss, NATO Beyond 70: Renewing a Culture of
Readiness (Tallinn: ICDS, 2018), 7-10.
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• improving (in cooperation with the EU) the
conditions for enabling the rapid movement
of Allied forces across national borders
on land and in the air (so-called ‘military
mobility’). As part of these efforts, the EU
member states are working to simplify
border crossing procedures, while the
European Commission plans to provide
billions of Euros for the improvement of
dual-use infrastructure (civil infrastructure
that can be upgraded so that in is also
suitable for heavy military movements);
• reinvigorating NATO’s nuclear capability. The
Alliance has insisted that “any employment
of nuclear weapons against NATO would
fundamentally alter the nature of a conflict”,
and affirmed that “If the fundamental
security of any of its members were to be
threatened …[it] has the capabilities and
resolve to impose costs on an adversary that
would be unacceptable and far outweigh
the benefits that any adversary could hope
to achieve.”22 After years of restraint in
articulating the role of nuclear deterrence,
highlighting it in such strong terms has been
a clear message that any use of nuclear
weapons by an adversary, including for
blackmail, should not even be considered;
and
• increasing Allies’ defence spending in
accordance with NATO’s Defence Investment
Pledge.23 The European Allies and Canada
together will have spent, by the end of 2020,
some $130 billion US dollars more on
defence in real terms than they did in 2016.24
In 2019, nine Allies spent at least 2% (up
from three in 2014) and 16 Allies at least
20% on major equipment.25

3. The Baltic Security
Environment
The Alliance’s efforts to strengthen its
deterrence and defence posture are especially
relevant to the security and stability of the
Baltic region. Here, constraints imposed by
geography coupled with the proximity of the
region to Russia, pose particular challenges
to NATO’s approach. But credible deterrence
in this region is of strategic importance to the
Alliance as a whole.
Russia’s desire for buffer zones adjacent to its
borders have clear implications for the Baltic
region. There is no such zone between the
Baltic states and Russia, or strategic depth in
the Baltic states themselves. Tallinn and Riga
are about 200-250 kilometres from the Russian
border and Vilnius is only 30 kilometres from
the border of Russia’s ally, Belarus. Russia,
on the other hand, considers its two largest
cities to be perilously close to NATO’s eastern
borders in the Baltic states. Moscow is situated
600 kilometres from the Latvian border and
Saint Petersburg is 150 kilometres from the
Estonian border.
At the southern edge of the Baltic states, the
Suwałki gap – a narrow land corridor along the
border between Lithuania and Poland – would
create a vulnerable bottleneck for NATO forces
reinforcing Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia by
land. If seized by Russian forces in a military
conflict, the Baltic states could be cut off from
the remainder of NATO’s territory. At the same
time, the gap has strategic relevance to Russia
in that it separates the Kaliningrad exclave from

To lessen perceived vulnerabilities, Russia
aims to weaken the Baltic states and Poland,
and their ties with the rest of NATO

22

NATO, “Brussels Summit Declaration”, paragraph 36.

23

At the 2014 Wales Summit, Allies who spent less than 2% of
GDP on defence committed to moving towards 2% by 2024,
and those that spent less than 20% of their defence budgets
on new major equipment and research and development
committed to increasing this proportion to at least 20%
within a decade. NATO, “Wales Summit Declaration. Issued
by the Heads of State and Government participating in the
meeting of the North Atlantic Council in Wales”, press release
(2014) 120, 5 September 5, 2014, paragraph 14.

24

NATO, “Defence Expenditure of NATO Countries (2013-2019)”,
Communiqué PR/CP(2019)123, 29 November 2019, 5.

25

Ibid., 8, 13.

Belarus. Although NATO clearly has no designs
on Kaliningrad, Russia, which once controlled
more than half of the Baltic Sea coastline, sees
Kaliningrad as encircled by NATO countries and
thus a vulnerability, and maintains the Baltic
Fleet in part for its defence and for hindering
any NATO seaborne reinforcement of the Baltic
region.
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To lessen these perceived vulnerabilities,
Russia aims to weaken the Baltic states and
Poland, and their ties with the rest of NATO. In
the military realm, it emphasises its discontent
with the status quo and demonstrates its
intent to hold escalation dominance by
regularly carrying out provocative acts, for
example violating the airspace of the Baltic
states or employing the Baltic Fleet to disrupt
commercial or military activities.26
The Baltic region is thus a focus of tensions
between Russia and the West. Due to their
geography and size, the three Baltic states
are NATO’s most vulnerable member states

region. For NATO, these measures have the
sole purpose of protecting the sovereignty
and territorial integrity of its member states
and preventing conflict with Russia. Moscow,
however, pretends that it is particularly
threatened in the Baltic region, where it regards
the territory of the Baltic states as a potential
bridgehead of American power projection and
even violence against Russia. It thus presents
NATO’s deterrence measures as a deliberate,
unprovoked and unjustified build-up of forces
and hard security infrastructure around its
periphery that jeopardises stability.28 The
Kremlin plays an ambiguous game in which it
acts as an aggressor, while at the same time
claiming victimhood.

Due to their geography and size, the three
Baltic states are NATO’s most vulnerable
member states and may under certain
circumstances be attractive targets for Russia
and may under certain circumstances be
attractive targets for Russia. Indeed, Russia’s
illegal annexation of Crimea and intervention
in eastern Ukraine in 2014 drew attention to
this possibility, prompting numerous analysts
and the media to ask whether the Baltic states
would be next.27
It is not surprising then, that NATO and Russia
interpret differently the measures that NATO
has taken to boost deterrence in the Baltic

3.1. A Possible Baltic
Conflict Scenario

A military action by Russia against
Poland or the Baltic states is assessed
by most observers to be unlikely, but it
cannot be totally excluded. Russia reportedly
rehearsed such a scenario in the strategic
exercise Zapad 2017.29 It might provoke a
conflict in the region if the overall strategic
situation appeared favourable, because, for
example, the US was heavily engaged
elsewhere or NATO’s unity and solidarity
appeared to be weak. It might also actively
manipulate a local political crisis to eventually
manufacture a justification for a military
intervention.

For NATO, these measures have the sole
purpose of protecting the sovereignty and
territorial integrity of its member states and
preventing conflict with Russia
26

27

“NATO jets scrambled eight times in Estonian, Lithuanian
airspace”, ERR News, 1 October 2019, https://news.err.
ee/987093/nato-jets-scrambled-eight-times-in-estonianlithuanian-airspace, accessed 7 January 2020; David B. Larter,
“Russian military ‘harassed’ US-flagged merchant ship in
the Baltic ahead of exercises”, DefenseNews, 27 June 2017,
https://www.defensenews.com/naval/2017/06/27/russianmilitary-harassed-us-flagged-merchant-ship-in-the-balticahead-of-exercises/, accessed 7 January 2020; Daniel Cebul,
“Russia tests missiles in Baltic Sea, forcing partial closing of
sea and airspace”, DefenseNews, 4 April 2018, https://www.
defensenews.com/global/2018/04/04/russia-tests-missilesin-baltic-sea-forcing-partial-closing-of-sea-and-airspace/,
accessed 7 January 2020.
For a review, see Andres Kasekamp, “Are the Baltic States
next?” in Strategic Challenges in the Baltic Sea Region:
Russia, Deterrence, and Reassurance, ed. Ann-Sofie Dahl
(Washington DC: Georgetown University Press, 2018), 61-72.

In this context, two interdependent
developments are of particular
concern: first, Russia’s efforts to
achieve
conventional
military
superiority in the Baltic region; and
second, its recent deployment of new
land-based, mobile, intermediaterange, nuclear-capable missiles.
Deterrence using conventional forces and
capabilities relies on fostering an opponent’s
belief that it will be unable to achieve its
military objectives at an acceptable political
and military cost. The size, structure, quality,
28

For example: “Lavrov vows proper response to NATO activity
near Russia’s borders”, TASS, 16 January 2019, https://tass.
com/politics/1040206, accessed 14 January 2020.

29

Julian Röpcke, “Putin’s Zapad 2017 simulated a war against
NATO”, Bild, 19 December 2017, https://www.bild.de/politik/
ausland/bild-international/zapad-2017-english-54233658.
bild.html, accessed 14 January 2020.
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readiness and availability of military forces in a
‘hybrid’ measures, including cyber-attacks,
region are thus key elements in the calculations
a large-scale disinformation campaign, and
of a potential aggressor. In an Annex to this
subversive actions on Allied territories.
paper, we present, on the basis of
open sources, an overview of Russian
Russia’s deployment of the dual-capable
and NATO forces in the Baltic region.

ground-launched cruise missile, 9M729/SSC-8,
may be a game changer

It is clear that Russia has a substantial
numerical advantage in ground forces
in the region. Russia’s manoeuvre warfare
doctrine and practice relies on surprise, high
mobility and indirect firepower.30 The force
structure it has developed since 2008 under
the ‘new look’ reforms thus emphasises
high readiness, which is regularly rehearsed
through the conduct of combat control (‘snap’)
exercises. Significant rapidly deployable
forces could be massed within a few days on
Russia’s western border. Coupled with various
conventional long-range strike capabilities,
which could disable NATO’s defences, these
forces give Moscow the option of executing

At this point, NATO would face the prospect
of costly operations to restore its territorial
integrity in the region, which Russia could
seek to hamper by targeting critical European
civil and military infrastructure and military
reinforcements with the various long-range
precision weapons it has deployed in and
around the Baltic region in recent years. (The
use of such weapons to deny an adversary
entry to a theatre and frustrate his actions
there is known in the West as Anti-Access/Area
Denial (A2/AD)).

In such a scenario, the second
development – Russia’s deployment
Russia could overpower the relatively weak
of the dual-capable ground-launched
defences of the Baltic states
cruise missile, 9M729/SSC-8 – may
be a game changer. These weapons
are mobile, concealable and harder to detect
a rapid land-grab attack before NATO could
and track than their air- and sea-launched
react. Given Russia’s time-distance advantage
counterparts. They could be used by Moscow
in the initial phase of any conventional ground,
to threaten European capitals and key military
air and maritime combat operations in the
infrastructure while leaving US territory
Baltic region, there is little doubt that its forces
unaffected, signalling its intent to
keep the US out of a military conflict
NATO would face the prospect of costly
in Europe and to insure that such a
operations to restore its territorial integrity
conflict is geographically limited and
in the region
short.32 Europe’s security could thus
be decoupled from the extended
nuclear deterrence provided by the US, possibly
could overpower the relatively weak defences
tempting Moscow to believe that it could
of the Baltic states.31 In line with Moscow’s
‘strategy of active defence’, such an attack
paralyse NATO decision making and undermine
would doubtless be accompanied by other
the Allies’ determination to live up to their
collective defence commitments.
30

31

Scott Boston and Dara Massicot, The Russian Way
of Warfare. A Primer (Santa Monica, CA: The RAND
Corporation), 6-11; Charles Dick, Russian Ground Forces
Posture Towards the West (London: The Royal Institute of
International Affairs, 2019), 8.
David A. Shlapak, and Michael W. Johnson, Reinforcing
Deterrence on NATO’s Eastern Flank: Wargaming the Defense
of the Baltics (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2016),
4-5; R. Reed Anderson, Patrick J. Ellis, Antonio M. Paz, Kyle A.
Reed, Lendy “Alamo” Renegar, and John T. Vaughan. Strategic
Landpower and a Resurgent Russia: an Operational Approach
to Deterrence (Carlisle, PA: Strategic Studies Institute and
U.S. Army War College Press, 2016), 55; Eric Edelman,
and Whitney M. McNamara, U.S. Strategy for Maintaining
a Europe Whole and Free (Washington, DC: Center for
Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, 2017), 40; Hicks, et al.,
Perspectives on Security and Strategic Stability, 12

Russia could thus confront NATO with a fait
accompli and convince it to stand down for fear
of nuclear escalation and agree to Moscow’s
demands that the Baltic states should – at
32

Heinrich Brauss and Christian Mölling, “Europe’s Security
without the INF Treaty: Political and Strategic Options for
Germany and NATO”, DGAP Kompakt, 2 December 2019;
Jacek Durkalec, “European security without the INF Treaty”,
NATO Review, 30 September 2019, https://www.nato.
int/docu/review/articles/2019/09/30/european-securitywithout-the-inf-treaty/index.html, accessed 22 December
2019.
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best – leave NATO and accept neutrality. The
political and military consequences for NATO
and European security would be dramatic,
while the impact on the Baltic region and
its populations and infrastructure would be
devastating.

responses NATO may generate to ensure that
its deterrence and defence posture remains
credible and effective.

4.1. Political and Pr actical
Consider ations

Russia might conclude that through a
combination of conventional and nuclear
coercion, it could achieve strategic success
with limited military effort and manageable
consequenses
In sum, Russia might conclude that through
a combination of conventional and nuclear
coercion, it could achieve strategic success
with limited military effort and manageable
consequenses. Every effort needs to be
made to prevent such a scenario. In terms of
deterrence, this means both denying Russia
any option of a successful regional attack with
conventional forces and negating the strategic
effect of its intermediate-range, dualcapable weapon systems.

4. Deterrence
in the Baltic
Context

In contemplating measures for
strengthening NATO’s deterrence and
defence provisions in the Baltic region,
the NATO-Russia Founding Act (NRFA)
of 1997 is an important political
factor.33 In clause IV of the NRFA, NATO
unilaterally committed not to deploy
any nuclear weapons on the territory
of the then new Allies, and pledged further
that:
[…] in the current and foreseeable security
environment, the Alliance will carry out its
collective defence and other missions by
ensuring the necessary interoperability,
integration, and capability for reinforcement
rather than by additional permanent stationing
of substantial combat forces.

NATO has clearly stated that the security
environment has been fundamentally
damaged by Russia’s actions

NATO’s deterrence and defence provisions in
the Baltic region are designed to be an organic
part of NATO’s overall deterrence and defence
posture. They must contribute to the coherence
and effectiveness of the overall posture and
leave no major gaps or vulnerabilities that
Russia could exploit.
To assess the credibility and effectiveness of
NATO’s posture in the Baltic region, and to
identify possible further measures that would
ensure the full and consistent implementation
of NATO’s decisions in Warsaw and Brussels,
we first outline a number of political and
practical considerations. We then look in
more detail at the deterrence provisions
NATO has implemented in the region using
conventional means, with a focus on the role
of US forces. Finally, as Russia’s deployment of
new land-based, intermediate-range, nuclearcapable missiles has significantly changed the
strategic equation in Europe, we consider the

NATO has clearly stated that the security
environment has been fundamentally
damaged by Russia’s actions.34 Russia has
comprehensively violated the Act, not least
by dishonouring its pledge to “exercise similar
restraint in its conventional force deployments
in Europe.”35
At the very least, there are some questions
to be addressed. First, NATO’s insistence on
unilaterally adhering to the NRFA may be
degrading the security of the Allies.36 Second,
the implications of Russia’s build-up of
conventional forces in the Baltic region and of its
deployment of new missiles that can threaten
33

NATO, “Founding Act on Mutual Relations, Cooperation and
Security between NATO and the Russian Federation signed
in Paris, France”, NATO, 27 May 1997, https://www.nato.int/
cps/su/natohq/official_texts_25468.htm, accessed 8 January
2020.

34

NATO, “Warsaw Summit Communiqué”, paragraph 5.

35

NATO, “Founding Act on Mutual Relations”, clause IV.

36

John R. Deni, “The NATO-Russia Founding Act: a Dead Letter”,
Carnegie Europe, 29 June 2017, https://carnegieeurope.eu/
strategiceurope/71385, accessed 8 January 2020.
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large swathes of Europe might indeed require
additional measures to ensure the credibility
of NATO’s deterrence and defence posture.
Third, the NRFA provisions leave considerable
room for further adaptation of NATO’s posture
in the Baltic region. For example, a definition
of the term “substantial combat forces” was
never formally agreed by the parties to the Act,
but the subsequent historical record suggests
that larger forces than the eFP battlegroups –
perhaps up to a brigade – could be stationed in
the Baltic states without violating the NRFA.37

NATO has also taken care not to offer Moscow
an excuse to raise tensions, to further enhance
its own military forces in the Baltic region, or
to become more aggressive. Nonetheless,
Moscow claims that Allied deterrence and
defence measures in the Baltic region,
“undermine European security”, are a “severe
blow” to the NRFA and are “preparations for
further large-scale deployments.”41

In any case, even if it was politically desirable,
a Cold War style defence involving large-scale
forward presence and the basing of
large numbers of US ground troops
NATO has purposefully agreed to adhere to
in Europe is not feasible because
of practical training, logistics and
its international commitments and not to
infrastructure limitations. And from
mirror Russia’s pattern
a NATO policy perspective, the Allies
need to retain the flexibility to use
However, as a point of principle, NATO
their armed forces to deal with a variety of
has purposefully agreed to adhere to its
challenges in several regions.
international commitments, to exercise
restraint and not to mirror Russia’s pattern,
Furthermore, defence resources are not
both as far as the NRFA is concerned, and in
limitless and any measures that Allies might
its response to Russia’s deployment of new
consider to strengthen deterrence and defence
will have to compete with other
priorities. For example, the US Budget
A Cold War style defence involving largeControl Act and extraordinary security
scale forward presence and the basing
investments – notably the wall at the
US-Mexican border – has put limits on
of large numbers of US ground troops in
the ability of the US to invest more on
Europe is not feasible because of practical
NATO’s eastern flank.42 Meanwhile, in
addition to eFP, most Allies also have
training, logistics and infrastructure
to commit troops to NATO’s rapid
limitations
reaction forces (VJTF, NRF and NRI) or
to costly out-of-area operations under
missiles.38 The forces of the NATO eFP and the
various auspices.
US European Deterrence Initiative (EDI) in the
Baltic states and Poland are neither permanent
nor substantial, certainly when compared
41
Henry Foy, Demetri Sevastopulo and James Shotter, “Russia
to Russia’s regional posture.39 Moreover, the
says US troop build-up in Poland ‘undermines stability in
Europe’”, Financial Times, 13 June 2019, https://www.ft.com/
Alliance has, in fact, substantially reduced its
content/e20908a8-8dcc-11e9-a1c1-51bf8f989972, accessed
40
overall forces since the end of the Cold War.
8 January 2020.
42
37

William Alberque, “’Substantial Combat Forces’ in the
context of NATO-Russia Relations”, NATO Defense College
Research Paper 131, June 2016, 15.

38

NATO, “Press conference by NATO Secretary General Jens
Stoltenberg following the meetings of NATO Defence
Ministers”, NATO, 26 June 2019, https://www.nato.int/cps/
en/natohq/opinions_167072.htm, accessed 8 January 2020.

39
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European Deterrence Initiative (Washington, DC: The Center
for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, 2019), 6-12.

40

”NATO-Russia relations: the facts”, NATO, 9 August 2019,
https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/topics_111767.
htm#cl701, accessed 8 January 2020.

The Pentagon had to contribute 3.6 billion US dollars from its
budget to the construction of the border wall with Mexico by
freezing 127 infrastructure projects, including investments
worth 770 million US dollars in Europe. In this context,
the Pentagon froze the construction of an operations and
training facility for US SOF in Estonia (15,7 million USD).
Other projects that were put on hold concern storage sites
(ammunition, fuel), training facilities, railroad extensions,
barracks modernization (Germany), airfield upgrades (Italy)
and port operation facilities (Spain): “Pentagon approves
billions to build Trump’s border wall with Mexico”, Deutsche
Welle, 4 September 2019, https://www.dw.com/en/
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4.2. Conventional
Deterrence
While there are political and practical limitations
to Allied deterrence efforts in the Baltic region,
it is beyond doubt that deterrence there has
been boosted by the deployment, since 2017,
of the eFP battlegroups. These bring with them
three key deterrent effects.

at the North Atlantic Council would be
informed by expeditious reporting, including
from eFP nations, which would help resolve
any ambiguity about the nature of Russia´s
actions that would likely use ‘hybrid’ means.
Third, the involvement of Allied forces
participating in eFP would ensure that Allies
capitals would have a stake in any conflict
in the region. The expectation that the full
might of NATO, and not just those local and
locally deployed forces, would take action
to restore Baltic territory at substantial cost
to the aggressor would deny Russia full
confidence that it would be successful in
attaining its objectives – in the longer term, if
not immediately – but would bear substantial
costs, including the risk of nuclear escalation.

First, as they are integrated into the command
and force structures of the local defence forces,
they augment defensive military capability.43
This enhances the local capacity to fight and
delay a Russian incursion, complicating Russia’s
risk calculus regarding a potential aggression in
the region. The presence of a larger defensive
force would also require Russia to assemble
a larger offensive force, allowing
Allies greater warning time and more
NATO needs to have in place all the necessary
flexibility to respond, thus making a
capability to ensure that speedy and effective
surprise attack less likely.

reinforcement in a crisis and conflict is possible

There are, however, some differences
across the region. Poland has large
ground forces, a more comprehensive set of
capabilities, including, for example, mechanised
forces and medium-range air defence, and has
strong US forces in place through EDI. Also,
it can be more rapidly and safely reinforced
by land from Germany. Lithuania, Latvia and
Estonia, on the other hand, can initially only
rely on their own forces and the battalion-size
eFP battlegroups (although Lithuania may also
benefit from, for example, partial air defence
coverage from Poland). The ability of the
Baltic eFP battlegroups to conduct defence
operations is limited by the fact that they are
not coherent, fully combined-arms formations
equipped with all required combat support
and combat service support units.44
Second, in the case of a Russian
incursion, the Baltic defence forces,
reinforced by the eFP battlegroups,
would engage in combat with Russian
forces and trigger a decision by NATO
within a few hours to invoke Article 5
of the Washington Treaty. Discussion

However, the risk remains that Russia could, if
it believed that circumstances were favourable,
launch a rapid attack, likely underpinned by
nuclear threats. For this fait accompli scenario
to succeed, Russia would have to gamble on
the fact that it could attack the Baltic states
and induce the other Allies to believe that
the cost of retaliation would be too great – it
would assume that it could deter Allies from
responding or physically prevent them from
doing so, for example by creating obstacles to
reinforcement. To avoid such a miscalculation,
NATO needs to have in place all the necessary
capability to ensure that speedy and effective
reinforcement in a crisis and conflict is
possible – intelligence and warning, decisionmaking, planning, capability development,

By placing their troops at risk, Allies are
sending a strong signal that they will be
involved militarily, should the circumstances
require it

43

Stoicescu and Järvenpää, Contemporary Deterrence, 6-7.

44

“Joint Statement, Prime Ministers’ Council of the Baltic
Council of Ministers”, Tallinn, 18 December 2017, https://
www.valitsus.ee/sites/default/files/news-related-files/baltic_
pm_joint_statement_18.12.2017_0.pdf, accessed 8 January
2020.

infrastructure development and exercises
– and to communicate and demonstrate to
Moscow that it has this capability and the
resolve to use it.
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4.2.1. The US

The multinational composition of the
eFP battlegroups is considered one of its
greatest political strengths, even if it presents
some challenges to military efficiency.45 It
demonstrates the unity and solidarity of the
Allies in their determination to defend the Baltic
region. By placing their troops at risk, Allies are
sending a strong signal that they will be involved
militarily, should the circumstances require it.
However, unlike in Poland, the eFP deterrent
effect in the three Baltic states may be weaker
because of the lack of US forces deployed on
their territory – a situation that the three states
themselves are keen to see redressed.46

American military presence and visible
commitment to defending NATO’s eastern
flank is what matters most to Russia

In the Baltic region, the difference between the
deterrent effect of the presence of US forces
and the deterrent effect of the presence of
the forces of other Allies is underscored by
the issue of geography. The Suwałki gap would
be the only way to reinforce the three states
if deployments of troops by air or sea became
too risky. Today, the US is permanently present
to the south of Suwałki, as a framework
nation for eFP and through EDI commitments
in Poland, but is not present at anything like
comparable scale to its north. It is reasonable
to assume that in a crisis it would be US forces
that would undertake the essential operational
and tactical task of seizing and securing the
Suwałki area. But in deterrence terms, the
peacetime deployment of US forces
could be seen by Russia as indicating
that the security of the Baltic region
is split by the Suwałki gap, and that
US defence commitments to Poland
are greater than they are to the Baltic
states.

The US is, by a considerable margin, the most
militarily powerful of the Allies – in terms of the
Furthermore, Moscow claims that the Baltic
quantity and quality of its armed forces, and
states are a greater security concern to it than,
the enablers it can field that are beyond the
say, Poland and Romania.49 The thin US military
capacity of most of its NATO partners, as well
presence in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania may
as its multifaceted nuclear capabilities. The
indicate to Moscow that such false claims,
deterrent effect of US military presence is thus
along with Russia’s assertion that there are
larger than that of the rest of NATO. American
regions, presumably including the Baltic, in
military presence and visible commitment to
which it has privileged interests, have implicitly
defending NATO’s eastern flank is what matters
been acknowledged.50
most to Russia. This is evident in Moscow’s
official narrative, which claims that US
presence in the region is destabilising.47
In deterrence terms, the peacetime
It is also apparent in Russia’s responses
deployment of US forces could be seen by
to the deployment of US military
capability to the Baltic region. In
Russia as indicating that the security of the
the maritime domain, for example,
Baltic region is split by the Suwałki gap, and
Russia’s Baltic Fleet, while largely
that US defence commitments to Poland are
content to ignore NATO’s Standing
Maritime Groups, pays particular – and
greater than they are to the Baltic states
sometimes aggressive – attention to
any US presence in the Baltic Sea.48
There are, of course, sound arguments that the
US and NATO should concentrate operational
manoeuvre forces in Germany and Poland in
45
Stoicescu and Järvenpää, Contemporary Deterrence, 9-10.
46
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order to take advantage of strategic depth, limit
at intimidating the West.53 For example, in
their vulnerability to Russian attack and increase
2015, President Putin stated that Russia was
operational flexibility and strike capability.51
prepared, at the height of the Ukraine crisis,
Furthermore, the Baltic states still lack sufficient
to use nuclear weapons “if necessary”, and in
infrastructure to accommodate and
provide training for significant numbers
President Vladimir Putin has repeatedly
of troops and larger formations in
declared that Russia is a responsible nuclear
addition to those already deployed
through eFP and temporary exercises.
power, but official public statements create
Nonetheless, in deterrent terms and
uncertainty and are likely aimed at
with a view to NATO’s commitment in
its entirety – including its lead nation
intimidating the West
and strongest Ally – even a modest
deployment of US forces would convey an
early 2019, he threatened to target European
important political signal to both Allies and
“decision making centres” with new missiles.54
Russia that Baltic territory enjoys the same
strategic value as that of all other Allies,
Meanwhile, Russia’s yearly strategic military
52
including the US. This message could also
exercises, including Zapad in the Western
Military District (MD), have included nuclear
be strengthened, and US resolve in the region
demonstrated, by prepositioning equipment for
components such as flights of strategic bombers
over the Baltic Sea and even simulations of firstlarger deployments at an appropriate location
use nuclear strikes against Western capitals and
in Estonia, Latvia or Lithuania.
territories. Furthermore, Russia has embarked
on a massive and costly nuclear modernisation
programme that involves both strategic
Even a modest deployment of US forces would and sub-strategic weapons and launch
systems.55 Several nuclear accidents,
convey an important political signal to both
including the explosion close to
Allies and Russia that Baltic territory enjoys
Severodvinsk in early August 2019 and
the fire on a nuclear mini-submarine
the same strategic value as that of all other
close to Severomorsk in July 2019 also
Allies, including the US
testify Russia’s increased efforts in the

4.3. Nuclear Concerns
President Vladimir Putin has repeatedly
declared that Russia is a responsible nuclear
power that would use nuclear weapons only
in self-defence, in response to a nuclear attack
or to a conventional attack that threatens
the very existence of Russia. This principle is
also recorded in Russian military doctrines,
but clouded by official public statements
that create uncertainty and are likely aimed

51
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nuclear realm.56 Moreover, Russia allegedly
warned the US in 2017 that it would not hesitate
to use tactical nuclear weapons against NATO in
case of conflict in the Baltic region.57

‘hybrid’ means. The Allies thus agreed to work
in a variety of areas, including intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance, air and missile
defence, conventional capabilities, exercises,
and maintaining a safe, secure and
effective nuclear deterrent.59

Russia’s deployment of land-based,
nuclear-capable missiles is a significant new
development, as NATO has no such missiles
in Europe
Against this background, Russia’s deployment
of land-based, nuclear-capable missiles is a
significant new development. As NATO has
no such missiles in Europe, the only plausible
reason for Russia to field this capability is to
attain the option of threatening and coercing
European Allies in a crisis or conflict. It is thus
not unreasonable to expect that Russia would
employ nuclear threats as a key element of a
strategy to prevent a full NATO response to an
act of aggression against the Allies.

Measures adopted under this package
must maintain Alliance unity and ensure
the credibility of NATO’s deterrence as
a whole, including the US extended
nuclear deterrence, and must thus
link NATO’s deterrence and defence posture in
Europe to the strategic nuclear capabilities of
the US. The US has decided to develop a limited
number of sea-launched ballistic missiles with
low-yield nuclear warheads, offering options
for the “preservation of credible deterrence
against regional aggression”.60 The US is also
developing a land-based intermediate-range
conventional precision strike missile, which
could impede Russia’s ability to conduct
conventional operations.61

In July 2019, NATO Defence Ministers
It is thus not unreasonable to expect that
agreed on the principles for NATO’s
Russia would employ nuclear threats as a
response to the regional nuclear threat
posed by Russia’s deployment of the
key element of a strategy to prevent a full
9M729/SSC-8 missile. They agreed that
NATO response to an act of aggression
this response would be “measured
and defensive”, that they would not
against the Allies
themselves deploy land-based nuclear
missiles in Europe, but would develop
a “package of measures to ensure NATO’s
Greater flexibility in NATO’s deterrence
deterrence and defence remains credible and
options can also be achieved by enhancing
effective.”58 This response acknowledges that
the readiness of NATO’s Dual Capable Aircraft
the Russian missiles should not be considered
(DCA – also able to carry US nuclear bombs).
in isolation, but as an integrated component
It is estimated that the US holds around 150
of Russia’s overall military doctrine – i.e. in
variable-yield nuclear weapons – variants of
conjunction with its conventional forces and
the B61 gravity bomb – on air bases in Belgium,
Germany, the Netherlands, Italy and Turkey.62
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US extended nuclear deterrence. Exercising
this capability concurrently with, or in the
context of, selected conventional exercises
could be an important demonstration of the
relationship between conventional defence
and nuclear deterrence. Ultimately, Russia
must be persuaded that if it were to threaten
Europe’s territory and populations with
nuclear missiles, its own territory would not be
a sanctuary.

Conclusions and
Recommendations
Russia has the military advantages of
conventional force numbers, time and space
in the Baltic region and could, should it appear
opportune to do so, rapidly attack and defeat
local forces and present NATO with a military
fait accompli. Geography will not change, nor
is it likely that NATO will radically rethink and
revise its deterrence and defence posture. The
Allies are largely content with a two-pronged
approach that relies on limited multinational
combat forward presence and, if required,
large-scale reinforcement. Full and expeditious
implementation of all decisions taken at
Warsaw and Brussels on how to strengthen
NATO’s posture is therefore imperative.
Russia, meanwhile, continues to modernise
and build-up its military forces, in particular
in the Western MD and rehearses large-scale
war with NATO. Its deployment of land-based,
intermediate-range, nuclear-capable cruise
missiles has added a new dimension to the
spectrum of threats. These developments
require NATO to take additional measures in
order to maintain the credibility of its posture,
including in the Baltic region.
Measures are needed both to strengthen the
deterrent effect of NATO forces and to ensure
that timely reinforcement is feasible. It is also
necessary to counter Russia’s information
warfare as well as to negate the desired
strategic effects of its intermediate-range
missiles. We recommend that:
• resilience should be fostered. Since it is likely
that Russia would apply a ‘strategy of active
defence’ in a conflict in the Baltic region,
societal resilience against disinformation

and malicious cyber activities would be
the first line of defence. More needs to be
done in thinking about the proper mix of
defensive and offensive responses to cyberattacks, including political and economic
sanctions or employing the full range of
capabilities in case of a large-scale cyberattack with strategic effect. More broadly,
deterrence of hybrid threats is a challenge
that needs to be urgently taken forward by
Allies;
• enhanced Forward Presence should be
consolidated. The combat readiness of the
eFP battlegroups in the Baltic states should
be further strenghtened by integrating
a full set of combat support and combat
service support units. As agreed at Warsaw,
each battlegroup must be a combinedarms formation, able to reinforce the Baltic
states’ national defence forces and play the
deterrence function in full;
• NATO presence in the Baltic states should
be supplemented by US combat units.
US forces should participate in eFP in
one or more Baltic state. Alternatively,
predictable, continuous and enduring
rotational deployments of US combat
forces to all of the Baltic states would also
send a strong deterrent message. The US
should, meanwhile, preposition equipment
for larger deployments at an appropriate
location in Estonia, Latvia or Lithuania;
• joint air power and joint fires should be
enabled. Allied air forces would likely be
the first to reinforce eastern European
Allies’ national defence forces. Joint fires
employing long-range precision guided
weapons and electronic warfare capabilities
are required to be able to defeat Russia’s A2/
AD capabilities and its massed conventional
forces. Therefore, arrangements must be in
place to ensure that Allied air forces are able
to rapidly transition to a wartime footing in
order to reinforce the defence of the Baltic
region from the air with long-range precision
strike weapons. These arrangements
should be exercised in peacetime. Equally,
sufficient joint fires capability should be
developed, primarily delivered from air and
maritime platforms, to support the land
forces defence;
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• air and missile defence should be strengthened. The threat posed by Russia’s
deployment of intermediate-range missiles
requires that Allies’ air and missile defences
should be drastically strengthened, in order
to be able to protect critical infrastructure
and forces for reinforcement, including
against cruise missiles. The development
and procurement of such capabilities should
become a top priority for European Allies;
• NATO’s rapid reaction forces should be
adapted. The NRF should be adjusted to
establish a number of light (air mobile)
combat formations that could reinforce
the Baltic region very rapidly in a crisis to
underpin NATO’s resolve. Such formations
could also be deployed rapidly to other
regions to demonstrate NATO’s unity and
solidarity. Also, the planned NRI highreadiness formations must be aligned with
the NRF to create a pool of NATO rapid
response forces offering a variety of options.
Moreover, establishing several additional
larger formations (follow-on forces) is
essential to creating a robust reinforcement
capacity, and the Allies must fulfil their
related commitments;
• military mobility should be improved.
To enable the timely deployment of
reinforcements, NATO and the EU should
accelerate their work on removing obstacles
to military mobility across Europe. Allies
that are also EU Member States should
make every effort to facilitate NATO-EU
cooperation to this end. They must also
urgently and significantly enhance their
transport capacity. The rapid movement of
large forces into the Baltic region, including
the VJTF, should be exercised regularly in
peacetime;
• NATO’s response to Russia’s regional
nuclear threat should be defined and
implemented. In working and deciding on
the package of measures to respond to
Russia’s deployment of the 9M729/SSC-8
missile, the Alliance should be robust in
communicating to Russia that nuclear
threats aimed at dividing or otherwise
coercing the Allies are not acceptable and
will not succeed, including by agreeing to
exercise nuclear components based in
Europe alongside conventional ones; and

• NATO should conduct short or no-notice
decision-making exercises at the political
and military-strategic level. Such exercises
are needed to stress-test NATO’s political
responsiveness to developing crises in a
changed security environment.
NATO’s goal in pursuing deterrence in the
Baltic region is to protect the sovereignty and
territorial integrity of the Allies, while avoiding
military conflict with Russia. In recommending
measures to strengthen deterrence, we do
not mean to suggest that a Russian aggression
against NATO and the Baltic States is likely.
However, it is only prudent to take action
to mitigate some areas of vulnerability –
strengthening deterrence is far less costly
than dealing with the consequences of its
failure. Moreover, the proposed measures are
not meant to go beyond the deterrence and
defence posture that NATO has agreed. They
are simply necessary supplements to ensure
this posture remains credible and effective in
light of an evolving security environment.
Finally, there remains a risk, in practising the
complex business of deterrence, that Russia’s
and NATO’s perceptions, estimates and
conclusions could be flawed. Misunderstandings and miscalculations on both sides may
result in tense incidents, military clashes and
unintended escalation. Deterrence must thus
be complemented by seeking engagement and
meaningful dialogue with Russia, with the aims
of confidence-building through reciprocal
transparency, predictability and risk reduction.
As part of this, the Allies should aim to also
persuade Russia that effective arms control is
in its own security interest, as a means of
enhancing strategic stability in and for Europe
and reducing risks. A dual approach of
strengthening deterrence and seeking
meaningful dialogue, and a commitment to
the preservation of an effective arms control
regime should remain key parts of NATO’s
approach to dealing with Russia.63
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Annex.

Ukrainian border, due to the ongoing conflict in
eastern Ukraine.67

Military Forces in
the Baltic Region

While Russia would expect to conclude any
operation against the Baltic region rapidly, its
deployment of long-range precision weapon
systems and other A2/AD capabilities in the
Leningrad and Kaliningrad Oblasts would allow
it to buy time to achieve its military objectives.
Russia’s A2/AD capability could threaten all
Allied forces and critical infrastructure in the
Baltic region, including air and sea ports of
debarkation, with the possibility of almost
no-notice strikes. In a conflict, this would
complicate the Allies’ defence by forcing
them to consider measures such as delaying
reinforcement, dispersal of aircraft to multiple
sites, or limiting the presence of principal
surface combatants in the Baltic Sea.

In this Annex, we describe the Russian and
NATO forces present in and around the Baltic
region. Figure A-1 depicts the location of
selected military units in the region.

A.1. Russia
The Russian forces that could be available for
rapid use in the Baltic region include the 76th
Air Assault Division and the 15th Army Aviation
Brigade, both located in the Pskov Oblast, and
the 26th Missile Brigade in Luga. Forces that are
based further inland, including elements of the
20th Combined Arms Army (CAA), the 6th CAA,
and the 1st Guards Tank Army (GTA), and the
6th Air and Air Defence Army, could also be
speedily deployed to a conflict.
In 2016, the RAND Corporation assessed the
Russian combat-ready forces that could be
employed at short notice against the Baltic
states to be 46 battalions (25 manoeuvre, 10
artillery, 5 surface-to-surface missile and 6
attack helicopter battalions) and 27 squadrons
of fighter and bomber aircraft that are deployed
in the Western MD (including the Kaliningrad
Oblast).64 Most of these land forces are held at
high readiness.65 Their total manpower would
be around 80 000.66 At present, however, many
forward deployed units are located close to the
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Leavenworth: Foreign Military Studies Office, 2016), 32.

On the other hand, the Kaliningrad exclave is
in an exposed location, sandwiched between
Poland and Lithuania, and well within the
range of land and sea-based Allied artillery.
Kaliningrad is thus also a vulnerability for
Russia.68 Suppression and defeat of Russia’s A2/
AD assets in a military conflict would require
significant efforts, but would be possible. US
messaging about plans to deal with the threat
from Kaliningrad with a coordinated multidomain campaign involving all environments –
land, sea, air, space and cyberspace – was not
well received in Moscow.69
In September 2017, Russia held the Zapad
exercise in its Western MD, which included
the Kaliningrad Oblast and the Baltic Sea,
and Belarus. During that exercise, it began to
implement lessons learned from its operations
in Syria concerning the use of Spetsnaz, and
the capacity to conduct a range of operationallevel measures such as asymmetrical warfare,
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Figure A-1. Selected Military Units in and around the Baltic Region. This map shows the locations of key
Russian military units in the Western MD close to the Baltic region, and US and NATO forces deployed in
the Baltic states and Poland
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combined-arms operations, the transition from
counterinsurgency to conventional warfare
and the employment of A2/AD capabilities
against an adversary’s reinforcements.70
The September 2019 strategic-level exercise,
Tsentr 2019, meanwhile, demonstrated
Russia’s ability to successfully use longrange Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in combat
operations, and to employ brigade-sized air
assault units as airmobile forces, both for
attacking enemy forces and for operations in
an adversary’s rear.71 Most importantly, these
yearly strategic exercises test Russia’s ability
to conduct simultaneous operations in more
than one theatre, indicating a readiness to
conduct operations against NATO on a broad
front – from the Arctic to the Black Sea – even
if Moscow may wish to confine a conflict to
only one region.

A.2. NATO
The NATO forces in the region comprise
both the national defence forces of Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania and Poland, the Baltic Air
Policing contingents, and the multinational
battlegroups of NATO’s eFP located in Tapa
(Estonia), Ādaži (Latvia) and Rukla (Lithuania).
In the Baltic states, these battlegroups have
been subordinated to the local defence forces
as additional mechanised formations.
The Baltic states together possess forces of
the size of five light infantry or mechanised
brigades, but they do not have significant air,
air defence or naval combat assets. Poland
has four mechanised/armoured divisions and
other independent land force units (including
aviation and airborne troops), four aviation
wings and an air defence missile brigade,
naval forces (including submarines, frigates,
corvettes and naval strike missile capabilities
ashore), and a 3 400 strong Special Operations
Force (SOF) detachment. In the event of a
conflict in the region, NATO would need to rely
on significant reinforcements to enhance its
70
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force posture entailing the deployment of the
VJTF, NRF and follow-on forces.
The US is present in Poland in both eFP and
through the EDI. The US-led eFP battlegroup
(about 900 American and 300 British, Romanian
and Croatian personnel) is deployed in Orzysz.
Under EDI, the US has significantly increased
its military posture in eastern Europe.72 The
US presence has an average strength of
approximately 9 900 active, reserve, and
guard personnel in US European Command,
including 9 100 Army, 350 Navy and 460 Air
Force personnel.73 EDI units move routinely
from Poland to other eastern flank nations for
joint training and exercises and to demonstrate
presence. The EDI presence in Poland (about
4 400 personnel) consists of:
• a Mission Command Element / Divisional
Tactical Command Post in Poznan;
• a rotational armoured Brigade Combat
Team (BCT) that operates in several training
sites near Żagań;
• prepositioned equipment for a second BCT
that would deploy from the US in a crisis;
• the 10th Special Forces Group near Kraków;
and
• aviation detachments at Łask air base
(fighter and transport aircraft), Mirosławiec
air base (MQ-9 reconnaissance drones) and
Powidz air base (helicopters).74
Based on a US-Polish agreement, some 1 000
additional US troops will be stationed in Poland,
including a Divisional Headquarters (forward).
Infrastructure will also be established to
support the rapid build-up of a US army
division.75
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There are also US contingents in Bulgaria
(300), Romania (1 000) and Hungary (100). In
addition, in 2020 the US will start operating
an Aegis Ashore Missile Defence System in
Redzikowo, Poland, about 200 kilometres
from Kaliningrad.76 Like the analogous site in
Deveselu, Romania, this would be a primary
target for Russia.77
Rotational 150-strong US airborne infantry
companies were deployed in each Baltic state
(and also in Poland) from April 2014, but
were withdrawn in early 2017, when the eFP
battlegroups began operations. Nonetheless,
there are still different types of limited American
presence in each of the three Baltic countries.
Estonia hosts a SOF detachment.78 However, the
building of their 15.7 million US dollar training
facility has been put on hold as the Pentagon
was required to divert part its infrastructure
budget to the construction of the border wall
with Mexico.79 Russia’s official propaganda
channels claim that the American SOF presence
(also in Latvia) is meant to act essentially as riot
police against ethnic Russian citizens (implying
that they have the same task as e.g. the Berkut/
Spetsnaz in the case of Crimea or the Maidan
uprising in Kyiv in 2014).80
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In Latvia, the US rotates detachments of
helicopters into Lielvārde air base. About
a dozen Black Hawk (UH-60 and HH-60)
helicopters and 150 personnel from the 1st (US)
Combat Aviation Brigade (CAB) train together
with Latvian and eFP forces.81 The rotations
are nine months long and involve detachments
(assigned “Task Force Nightmare North”) from
different CABs in the United States.82
Lithuania also has American SOF presence,
but like Estonia it hosts US forces only during
training periods. The latest US deployment to
Lithuania took place in late September 2019
when a battalion of the 2nd Armoured Brigade,
1st Cavalry Division brought more than 500
personnel and 30 Abrams tanks, 25 Bradley
Infantry Fighting Vehicles and 70 wheeled
vehicles on an “extended mission” in the
framework of operation Atlantic Resolve.83 The
battalion will stay in Lithuania until spring 2020.
Allied exercises also bring US forces to the Baltic
states. For example, Exercise Sabre Strike 2018
(18 000 troops from 19 NATO Allies) included an
air assault operation in Lithuania and a convoy
of the US 2nd Cavalry Regiment moving from
Germany to Latvia.84 In April and May 2020,
the US will lead Exercise Defender Europe that
will bring a divisional HQ, three heavy armour
brigades with some 20 000 US personnel
across the Atlantic, mostly to Germany and
Poland.85 This will be the largest exercise
involving US ground forces in Europe in the last
25 years, and will include the deployment of an
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American Marine Corps battlegroup and A-10
attack aircraft to Estonia.86

A.3. Nuclear Forces
Russia has an estimated stockpile of about 4 500
deployed and reserve nuclear warheads of
which about 1 800 are allocated to sub-strategic
weapons.87 The latter are assigned mostly to
short- and medium-range dual-capable missile
systems such as the Iskander-M/SS-26 Stone,
3M-54 Kalibr/SS-N-27 Sizzler, and 9M729/SSC-8.
The Iskander mobile short-range ballistic
missile system, which has a range of up to 500
km, has been permanently deployed in the
Kaliningrad Oblast since 2018, and in Luga, in
the Leningrad Oblast just 100 km from Estonia.
From these locations, the entire Baltic states,
as well as most of Poland and large portions of
Finland and Sweden can be targeted.88 Russia’s
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nuclear-capable cruise missile systems – the
sea-based Kalibr, which has been deployed on
corvettes of the Baltic Fleet, and the groundbased 9M729/SSC-8 have intermediate ranges
that allow them to target virtually the whole
of Europe.89 2018 satellite imagery indicates
that Russia has upgraded a nuclear weapons
storage site in the Kaliningrad oblast, probably
to support the deployment of Iskander missiles
to the exclave and Kalibr missiles to the
Baltyisk-based corvettes.90
As noted above, it is estimated that the US
holds around 150 variable-yield nuclear
weapons – variants of the B61 gravity bomb
– on air bases in Belgium, Germany, the
Netherlands, Italy and Turkey.91 Following
the 2018 Nuclear Posture Review, the US has
also begun to manufacture low-yield nuclear
warheads (W76-2) for its modernised Trident
submarine-launched ballistic missiles.92
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